Orienteering is the following optimization problem: given an edge-weighted graph (directed or undirected), two nodes s, t and a time limit T , find an s-t walk of total length at most T that maximizes the number of distinct nodes visited by the walk. One obtains a generalization, namely orienteering with time-windows (also referred to as TSP with time-windows), if each node v has a specified time-window [R(v), D(v)] and a node v is counted as visited by the walk only if v is visited during its time-window. For the time-window problem, an O(log OPT) approximation can be achieved even for directed graphs if the algorithm is allowed quasi-polynomial time. However, the best known polynomial time approximation ratios are O(log 2 OPT) for undirected graphs and O(log 4 OPT) in directed graphs. In this paper we make some progress towards closing this discrepancy, and in the process obtain improved approximation ratios in several natural settings.
Introduction
In the orienteering problem, we are given an edge-weighted graph G(V, E), two vertices s, t ∈ V , and a time limit T . The goal is to find a walk that begins at s at time 0, reaches t before time T , and visits as many vertices as possible. (The weight or length of an edge denotes the time taken to travel from one endpoint to the other.) Note that a vertex may be visited many times, but is only counted once in the objective function. In other words, the goal is to find an s-t walk of total length at most T that maximizes the number of distinct vertices visited by the walk. This problem is also referred to as the point-to-point orienteering problem to distinguish it from two special cases: only the start vertex s is specified, or neither s nor t are specified. Here we consider a more general problem, namely orienteering with time-windows. In this problem, we are additionally given a timewindow (or interval) [R(v), D(v)] for each vertex v. A vertex is counted as visited only if the walk visits v at some time t ∈ [R(v), D(v)]. For ease of notation, we use ORIENT-TW to refer to the problem of orienteering Points in Euclidean Space Undirected Graphs Directed Graphs Orienteering
(1 + ǫ) [9] (2 + ǫ) [6] O(log 2 OPT) [14, 6] ORIENT-DEADLINE O(log OPT) O(log OPT) [2] O(log 3 OPT)
ORIENT-TW O(log 2 OPT) O(log 2 OPT) [2] O(log 4 OPT) Table 1 : Known approximation ratios for orienteering and orienteering with time-windows. Entries without a citation come from combining results for orienteering with the results from [2] in a black-box fashion.
with time-windows. A problem of intermediate complexity is the one in which R(v) = 0 for all v. We refer to this problem as orienteering with deadlines (ORIENT-DEADLINE); it has also been called the Deadline-TSP problem in [2] . The problem where vertices have release times but not deadlines (that is, D(v) = ∞ for all v) is entirely equivalent to ORIENT-DEADLINE.
The orienteering problem and the time-window generalization are intuitively appealing variants of TSP. They also arise in practical applications of vehicle routing and scheduling [15] . Even in undirected graphs these problems are NP-Hard and also APX-hard [4] . In fact ORIENT-TW is NP-hard even on the line [16] . Although these problems are natural and simple to state, the first non-trivial approximation algorithm for undirected graphs appeared only a few years ago [4] , and the first polynomial time approximation algorithm for directed graphs appeared only this year [14, 6] ; earlier, a constant factor approximation was known for points in the Euclidean plane [1] . Table 1 summarizes the best known approximation ratios.
In [8] , a recursive greedy algorithm is given for the orienteering problem when the reward function is a given monotone submodular set function 1 f on V , and the objective is to maximize f (S) where S is the set of vertices visited by the walk. Several non-trivial problems, including ORIENT-TW, can be captured by using different submodular functions. The algorithm from [8] provides an O(log OPT) approximation in directed graphs, but it runs in quasi-polynomial time. Thus, we make the following natural conjecture:
Conjecture 1
There is a polynomial time O(log OPT) approximation for orienteering with time-windows in directed (and undirected) graphs.
As can be seen from Table 1 , even in undirected graphs the current best ratio is O(log 2 OPT). Our primary motivation is to close the gap between the ratios achievable in polynomial and quasi-polynomial time respectively. We remark that the quasi-polynomial time algorithm in [8] is quite different from all the other polynomial time algorithms, and it does not appear easy to find a polynomial time equivalent. In this paper we make some progress in closing the gap, while also obtaining some new insights. An important aspect of our approach is to understand the complexity of the problem in terms of the maximum and minimum timewindow lengths. Let 2 We define this parameter following the work of Frederickson and Wittman [10] ; they showed that a constant factor approximation is achievable in undirected graphs if all time-windows are of the same length (that is, L = 1) and the end points of the walk are not specified. We believe this is a natural parameter to consider in the context of time-windows. In many practical settings L is likely to be small, and hence, algorithms whose performance depends on L may be better than those that depend on other parameters. In [2] an O(log D max ) approximation is given for ORIENT-TW in undirected graphs where D max = max v D(v) and only the start vertex s is specified (here it is assumed that all the input is integer valued). We believe that L max is a better measure than D max for ORIENT-TW; note that L max ≤ D max for all instances.
1 A function f : 2 V → R + is a montone submodular set function if f satisfies the following properties:
2 If Lmin = 0, consider the set of vertices which have zero-length time-windows. If this includes a significant fraction of the vertices of an optimal solution, use dynamic programming to get a O(1)-approximation. Otherwise, we can ignore these vertices and assume Lmin > 0 without losing a significant fraction of the optimal reward.
Results:
We obtain results for both undirected and directed graphs. Our results are for ORIENT-TW and use an algorithm for the point-to-point orienteering problem as a black box. Letting α denote the approximation ratio for the orienteering problem, we have the following results.
• An O(α log L max ) approximation when R(v) and D(v) are integer valued for each v.
• An O(α max{log OPT, log L}) approximation.
• An O(α log L) approximation when no start and end points are specified.
We briefly compare our results to previous results to put the improvements in a proper context. We focus on undirected graphs where α = O(1). The O(log L max ) approximation improves on the O(log D max ) approximation from [2] in several ways. First, L max ≤ D max in all instances and is considerably smaller in many instances. Second, our algorithm applies to directed graphs while the algorithm in [2] is applicable only for undirected graphs. Third, our algorithm is for the point-to-point version while the one in [2] does not guarantee that the walk ends at t. The O(max{log OPT, log L}) ratio improves the O(log 2 OPT) approximation in [2] on instances where L is not too large; in particular if L is poly-bounded then the ratio we obtain is O(log n) while the previous guarantee is O(log 2 n) when expressed as a function of n, the number of vertices in G. Finally, our bound of O(log L) strictly generalizes the result of [10] who consider only the case of L = 1.
Our results are obtained using relatively simple ideas. Nevertheless, we believe that they are interesting, useful and shed more light on the complexity of the problem. In particular we are optimistic that some of these ideas will lead to an O(log n) approximation for the time-window problem in undirected graphs even when L is not poly-bounded. Table 1 refers to a good portion of the recent work on approximation algorithms for orienteering and related problems. The first non-trivial approximation algorithm for orienteering was a (2 + ǫ)-approximation in the Euclidean plane [1] . In [4] , the authors showed how one can use an approximation for the k-stroll problem (here, the goal is to find a minimium length s-t walk that visits k vertices) to obtain an approximation for orienteering. In undirected graphs an approximation for k-stroll can be obtained using an approximation for the more well-studied k-MST problem although one can obtain improved ratios for k-stroll using related ideas [5] . In [2] , orienteering is used as a black box for ORIENT-DEADLINE and ORIENT-TW. For directed graphs a bi-criteria approximation for k-stroll was only recently obtained [14, 6] and this led to the first poly-logarithmic approximation for orienteering and ORIENT-TW. The recursive greedy algorithm from [8] , as discussed before, is based on a different approach. Other special cases have been considered in the literature. For points on a line, an O(min{log n, log L}) approximation is given in [3] . When the number of distinct time-windows is a fixed constant, [7] gives an O(α) approximation; here α is the approximation ratio for orienteering. As we already mentioned, [10] considered the case of equal length time-windows.
Related Work:

Preliminaries and General Techniques
Much of the prior work on orienteering with time-windows, following [2] , has used the same general technique or can be cast in this framework: Use combinatorial methods to reduce the problem to a collection of subproblems where the time-windows can be ignored. Each sub-problem has a subset of vertices V ′ , start and end vertices s ′ , t ′ ∈ V ′ , and a time-interval I in which we must travel from s ′ to t ′ , visiting as many vertices of V ′ within their time windows as possible. However, the sub-problem is constructed such that the time-window for every vertex in V ′ entirely contains the interval I. Therefore, the sub-problem is really an instance of the orienteering problem (without time-windows). An approximation algorithm for orienteering can be used to solve each sub-problem, and these solutions can be pasted together using dynamic programming. The next two sub-sections describe this framework.
One consequence of using this general method is that the techniques we develop apply to both directed and undirected graphs; while solving a sub-problem we use either the algorithm for orienteering on directed graphs, or the algorithm for undirected graphs. Better algorithms for either of these problems would immediately translate into better algorithms for orienteering with time-windows.
Subsequently, we mainly study undirected graphs, and state our results in that context. The corresponding approximation ratios for directed graphs are a factor of O(log 2 OPT) higher; this is simply because O(log 2 OPT) is the ratio between the current best approximations for orienteering (without time-windows) in directed and undirected graphs.
Recall that L max and L min are the lengths of the longest and shortest time time-windows respectively, and L is the ratio Lmax L min . We first provide two algorithms with the following guarantees:
• O(log L max ), if the release time and deadline of every vertex are integers.
•
The second algorithm immediately leads to a O(log n × log L)-approximation for the general time-window problem, which is already an improvement on O(log 2 n) when the ratio L is small. However, we can combine the first and second algorithms to obtain a max{O(log n), O(log L)}-approximation for orienteering with timewindows.
Throughout this paper, we use R(v) and D(v) to denote (respectively) the release time and deadline of a vertex v. We also use the word interval to denote a time window;
Typically, we use 'time-window' when we are interested in the start and end points of a window, and 'interval' when we think of a window as an interval along the 'time axis'.
For any instance X of ORIENT-TW, we let OPT(X) denote the reward collected by an optimal solution for X. When the instance is clear from context, we use OPT to denote this optimal reward.
The General Framework
As described at the beginning of section 2, our general method to solve ORIENT-TW is to reduce the problem to a set of sub-problems without time-windows. Given an instance of ORIENT-TW on a graph G(V, E), suppose V 1 , V 2 , . . . V m partition V , and we can associate times R i and D i with each V i such that each of the following conditions holds:
• An optimal solution visits any vertex in
Then, we can solve an instance of the orienteering problem in each V i separately, and combine the solutions using dynamic programming. The approximation ratio for such "composite" solutions would be the same as the approximation ratio for the orienteering problem. We refer to an instance of ORIENT-TW in which we can construct such a partition of the vertex set (and solve the sub-problems separately) as a modular instance. Subsection 2.2 describes a dynamic program that can solve modular instances.
Unfortunately, given an arbitrary instance of ORIENT-TW, it is unlikely to be a modular instance. Therefore, we define restricted versions of a given instance: Clearly, a walk that gathers a certain reward in a restricted version of an instance will gather at least that reward in the original instance. We attempt to solve ORIENT-TW by constructing a set of restricted versions that are easier to work with. Typically, the construction is such that the reward of an optimal solution in at least one of the restricted versions is a significant fraction of the reward of an optimal solution in the original instance. Hence, an approximation to the optimal solution in the 'best' restricted version leads us to an approximation for the original instance.
This idea leads us to the next proposition, the proof of which is straightforward, and hence omitted. The restricted versions we construct will usually be modular instances of ORIENT-TW. Therefore, the general algorithm for ORIENT-TW is:
1. Construct a set of β restricted versions of the given instance; each restricted version is a modular instance.
2. Pick the best restricted version (enumerate over all choices), find an appropriate partition, and use an α-approximation for orienteering together with dynamic programming to solve that instance.
It follows from the previous discussion that this gives a (α × β)-approximation for ORIENT-TW. We next describe how to solve modular instances of ORIENT-TW.
A dynamic program for modular instances
Recall that a modular instance is an instance of ORIENT-TW on a graph G(V, E) in which the vertex set V can be partitioned into V 1 , V 2 , . . . V m , such that an optimal solution visits vertices of V i after time R i and before
To solve a modular instance, for each V i we could 'guess' the first and last vertex visited by an optimal solution, and guess the times at which this solution visits the first and last vertex. If α is the approximation ratio of an algorithm for orienteering, we find a path in each V i that collects an α-fraction of the optimal reward, and combine these solutions.
More formally, we use the following dynamic program: For any u, v ∈ V i , consider the graph induced by V i , and let OPT(u, v, t) denote the optimal reward collected by any walk from u to v of length at most t (ignoring time-windows). Now, define Π i (v, T ) for v ∈ V i , R i ≤ T ≤ D i as the optimal reward collected by any walk in G that begins at s at time 0, and ends at v at time T . Given OPT(u, v, t), the following recurrence allows us to easily compute Π i (v, T ):
Of course, we cannot exactly compute OPT(u, v, t); instead, we use an α-approximation algorithm for orienteering to compute an approximation to OPT(u, v, t) for all u, v ∈ V i , t ≤ D i − R i . This gives an α-approximation to Π i (v, T ) using the recurrence above.
Unfortunately, the running time of this algorithm is polynomial in T ; this leads to a pseudo-polynomial algorithm. To obtain a polynomial-time algorithm, we use a standard technique of dynamic programming based on reward instead of time (see [4] , [8] ). Using standard scaling tricks for maximization problems, one can reduce the problem with arbitrary rewards on the vertices to the problem where the reward on each vertex is 1; the resulting loss in approximation can be made (1 + o(1) ).
To construct a dynamic program based on reward instead of time, we "guess" the reward k i collected by an optimal solution in each V i . However, it is important that we do not try to find an (approximately) shortest path in each V i that collects reward k i , since taking slightly too much time early on can have bad consequences for later V i s. Instead, we use binary search to compute the shortest walk we can find that collects reward at least k i /α; this walk is guaranteed to be no longer than the optimal walk that collects reward k i from V i . We then combine the solutions from each V i using a dynamic program very similar to the one described above for times. We omit details in this version.
The Algorithms
In this section, we use the techniques described above to develop algorithms which achieve approximation ratios depending on the lengths of the time-windows. We first consider instances where all time-windows have integral end-points, and then instances for which the ratio L = Lmax L min is bounded. Finally, we combine these ideas to obtain a max{O(log n), O(log L)}-approximation for all instances of ORIENT-TW.
An O(log L max )-approximation
We now focus on instances of ORIENT-TW in which, for all vertices v, R(v) and D(v) are integers. Our algorithm requires the following simple lemma:
Lemma 3.1 Any interval of length M > 1 with integral endpoints can be partitioned into at most 2 log M disjoint sub-intervals, such that the length of any sub-interval is a power of 2, and any sub-interval of length 2 i begins at a multiple of 2 i . Further, there are at most 2 sub-intervals of each length.
Proof: Use induction on the length of the interval. The lemma is clearly true for intervals of length 2 or 3. Otherwise, use at most 2 sub-intervals of length 1 at the beginning and end of the given interval, so that the residual interval (after the sub-intervals of size 1 are deleted) begins and ends at an even integer. To cover the residual interval, divide all integers in the (residual) problem by 2, and apply the induction hypothesis; we use at most 2 + (2 log M/2) ≤ 2 log M sub-intervals in total. It is easy to see that we use at most 2 sub-intervals of each length; intervals of length 2 i are used at the (i + 1)th level of recursion.
2 For ease of notation, we let ℓ denote log L max for the rest of this sub-section. Given an instance of ORIENT-TW, for each vertex v with interval I(v), we use lemma 3.1 to partition I(v) into at most 2ℓ sub-intervals. We label the sub-intervals of I(v) as follows: For each 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, the first sub-interval of length 2 i is labeled I 1 i (v) and the second sub-interval I 2 i (v). (Note that there may be no sub-intervals of length 2 i .) We now construct a set of at most 2ℓ restricted versions of the given instance. We call these restricted versions B Consider an arbitrary restricted instance B b i . All vertices in this instance of ORIENT-TW have intervals of length 2 i , and all time-windows begin at an integer that is a multiple of 2 i . Hence, any 2 vertices either have time-windows that are identical, or entirely disjoint. This means that B b i is a modular instance, so we can break it into sub-problems, and use a (2 + ǫ)-approximation to orienteering in the sub-problems to obtain a (2 + ǫ)-approximation for the restricted instance.
By proposition 2.2, one of the restricted versions has an optimal solution that collects reward at least OPT 2ℓ . Using a (2 + ǫ)-approximation for this restricted version gives us a (2 + ǫ) × 2ℓ = O(log L max )-approximation for ORIENT-TWwhen all interval endpoints are integers.
A O(log n)-approximation when L ≤ 2
For an instance of ORIENT-TW when L = Lmax L min ≤ 2, we begin by scaling all times so that L min = 1 (and so L max ≤ 2). Note that even if all release times and deadlines were integral prior to scaling, they may not be integral in the scaled version.
For each vertex v, we partition
, where a = ⌊R(v) + 1⌋ (that is, the next integer strictly greater than the release time) and b = ⌈D(v) − 1⌉ (the greatest integer strictly less than the deadline). The figure below illustrates the partitioning of intervals. Note that I 2 (v) may be a point, and in this case, we ignore such a sub-interval. Figure 1 : We illustrate the partitioning of 2 intervals into sub-intervals. Note that on the right, I 2 (v) is empty.
We now construct 3 restricted versions of the given instance -B 1 , B 2 , and B 3 -such that the interval for any vertex v in B i is simply I i (v). By proposition 2.2, one of these has an optimal solution that collects at least a third of the reward collected by an optimal solution to the original instance. Suppose this is B 2 . All time-windows have length exactly 1, and start and end-points are integers. Therefore, B 2 is a modular instance, and we can get a (2 + ǫ)-approximation to the optimal solution in B 2 ; this gives a (6 + ǫ)-approximation to the original instance.
Dealing with B 1 and B 3 is not nearly as easy; they are not quite modular. Every interval in B 1 has length at most 1, and ends at an integer; for B 3 , intervals have length at most 1 and start at an integer. We illustrate how to approximate a solution for B 3 within a factor of O(log n); the algorithm for B 1 is identical except that release times and deadlines are to be interchanged.
For B 3 , we can partition the vertex set into V 1 , V 2 , . . . V m , such that all vertices in V i have the same (integral) release time, and any vertex in V i is visited before any vertex in V j for j > i. Figure 2 shows such a partition. The deadlines for vertices in V i may be all distinct. However, we can solve an instance of ORIENT-DEADLINE in each V i separately, and paste the solutions together using dynamic programming. The solution we obtain will collect at least Ω(1/ log n) of the reward of an optimal solution for B 3 , since there is a O(log n)-approximation for ORIENT-DEADLINE ( [2] ). Therefore, this gives us a 3×O(log n) = O(log n)-approximation to the original instance.
Figure 2: In B 3 , all time-windows start at an integer and have length at most 1. Each set of vertices whose windows have a common beginning corresponds to a sub-problem that is an instance of orienteering with deadlines.
Similarly, we can obtain a O(log n)-approximation for B 1 using the O(log n)-approximation algorithm for orienteering with release times. Therefore, when L ≤ 2, we have a O(log n)-approximation for ORIENT-TW.
Putting the pieces together
An arbitrary instance of ORIENT-TW may have L > 2, and interval end-points may not be integers. However, we can combine the algorithms from the two preceding sections to deal with such instances. We begin by scaling all times such that the shortest interval has length 1; the longest interval now has length L = One of the restricted versions collects at least a third of the reward of the original instance. Suppose this is B 1 or B 3 . All intervals in B 1 and B 3 have length between 1 and 2 by our construction. Therefore, we can use the O(log n)-approximation algorithm from section 3.2 to collect at least Ω(1/ log n) of the reward of an optimal solution to the original instance. It now remains only to consider the case that B 2 collects more than a third of the reward. In B 2 , the end-points of all time-windows are integral, and the longest interval has length less than L. We can now use the algorithm of section 3.1 to obtain a O(log L)-approximation.
Therefore, our combined algorithm is a max{O(log n), O(log L)}-approximation for ORIENT-TW.
Towards a better approximation, and arbitrary endpoints
In the previous sub-section, we obtained an approximation ratio of max{(O(log n), O(log L)}; we would like to improve this ratio to O(log n). Unfortunately, it does not seem easy to do this directly. A natural question, then, would be to obtain a ratio of O(log L); this is equivalent to a constant-factor approximation for the case when L ≤ 2. However, this is is no easier than finding a O(log n)-approximation for arbitrary instances of ORIENT-TW, as we show in the next proposition. 
Proof:
We show that a constant-factor approximation when L ≤ 2 implies a constant-factor approximation for ORIENT-DEADLINE. It follows from an algorithm of [2] that we can then obtain a O(log n)-approximation for ORIENT-TW.
Given an arbitrary instance of ORIENT-DEADLINE on graph G(V, E), we add a new start vertex s ′ to G. Connect s ′ to s with an edge of length D max = max v D(v). The release time of every vertex is 0, but all deadlines are increased by D max . Observe that all vertices have time-windows of length between D max and 2D max , so L ≤ 2. It is easy to see that given any walk beginning at s in the original instance, we can find an equivalent walk beginning at s ′ in the modified instance that visits a vertex in its time-window iff the original walk visited a vertex before its deadline in the given instance, and vice versa. Therefore, a constant-factor approximation for the modified instance of ORIENT-TW gives a constant-factor approximation for the original instance of ORIENT-DEADLINE.
2 We can, however, obtain a constant-factor approximation for ORIENT-TW when L ≤ 2 if we remove the restriction that the walk must start and end at s and t, the specified endpoints. The algorithm of Frederickson and Wittman [10] for the case of L = 1 can be adapted relatively easily to give a constant-factor approximation for L ≤ 2. For completeness, we sketch the algorithm here.
We construct 5 restricted versions B 1 , . . . B 5 , of a given instance A. For every vertex v, we create at most 5 sub-intervals of I(v) by breaking it at every multiple of 0.5. (For instance [3.7, 5.6 ] would be broken up into [3.7, 4] , [4, 4.5] , [4.5, 5] , [5, 5.5] , [5.5, 5.6] . Note that some intervals may have fewer than 5 sub-intervals.) The interval for v in B 1 (v) is the first sub-interval, and the interval in B 5 (v) is the last sub-interval, regardless of whether I(v) has 5 sub-intervals. B 2 , B 3 , and B 4 each use one of any remaining sub-intervals. B 2 , B 3 , and B 4 are modular instances, so if one of them is the best restricted version of A, we can use a (2 + ǫ)-approximation for orienteering to get reward at least OPT(A) 10+ǫ . Exactly as in subsection 3.2, B 1 and B 5 are not quite modular instances; in B 1 , all deadlines are half-integral but release times are arbitrary, and in B 5 , all release times are half-integral, but deadlines are arbitrary.
Suppose that B 1 is the best restricted version. The key insight is that if the optimal walk in B 1 collects a certain reward starting at s at time 0, there is a walk in B 2 starting at s at time 0.5 that collects the same reward. (This is the substance of Theorem 1 of [10] .) Therefore, if B 1 is the best restricted version, we find a (2 + ǫ)-approximation to the best walk in B 2 starting at s at time 0.5; we are guaranteed that this walk collects reward at least OPT(A) 10+ǫ . Note that this walk may not reach the destination vertex t by the time limit, since we start 0.5 time units late. Similarly, if B 5 is the best restricted version, we can find a walk in B 4 that collects reward OPT(A) 10+ǫ while beginning at s at time −0.5. (To avoid negative times, we can begin the walk at s ′ at time 0, where s ′ is the first vertex visited by the original walk after time 0.) This walk is guaranteed to reach t by the time limit, but does not necessarily begin at s.
Therefore, this algorithm is a O(1)-approximation when L ≤ 2, or a O(log L)-approximation for general instances of ORIENT-TW with arbitrary endpoints. We note that one cannot use this with proposition 3.2 to get a O(log n)-approximation for ORIENT-TW with arbitrary endpoints. The dynamic program for modular instances crucially uses the fact that we can specify both endpoints for the sub-problems.
Conclusions
We conclude with some open problems:
• Can we obtain an improved approximation ratio for the general time-window problem that does not depend on the lengths of the intervals? In particular, is there an O(log n) (or even an O(log OPT)) approximation for undirected graphs?
• The current algorithms for ORIENT-TW use the orienteering algorithm in a black-box fashion. For directed graphs the current ratio for orienteering is O(log 2 OPT) and hence the ratio for ORIENT-TW is worse by additional logarithmic factors. Can we avoid using orienteering in a black-box fashion? We note that the quasi-polynomial time algorithm of [8] has the same approximation ratio of O(log OPT) for both the basic orienteering and time-window problems in directed graphs. In fact, the algorithm gives the same approximation ratio even for the more general problem where each vertex has multiple disjoint time windows in which it can be visited.
• For many applications, each vertex has multiple disjoint time-windows, and we receive credit for a vertex if we visit it within any of its windows. If each vertex has at most k windows, a naïve algorithm loses an extra factor of k beyond the ratio for ORIENT-TW, but no better approximation is known. Any non-trivial result would be of interest.
